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About This Game

Achievement Machine is a colorful clicker game for those who wants not only to get tons of achievements in no time, but also to
enjoy real gameplay and various game modes!
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for Achievement, yes. Literally achievement spam and nothing else.. all u need its just click the alphabet square for 12000 times
and u will get all achievement :) guys im not even kidding, 12000 times or more or less. click* *achievement* - *click*

*achievement* - *click* *achievement* - *click* *achievement* well i can't call that a game! imagine a clicker game without
any management elements.. Relaxing clicker, easy, fun, child-safe.. Click click. What else you need to do? Just click for

achievements. ez. Achievement Machine is a small clicker game, where you click boxes. But you move your mouse too, not just
clicking. Every click on the box will count as one achievement, as it is really easy to collect them. As so, it is not that hard, you
click and click to the end. There is 2 modes, as counting Normal Mode and Super Pixelated Mode. Also, one thing of these are,
that you can customize your profile with these achievements, so you can type something with it, pretty nice ey? I recommend
you to play this, if you care about achievements. I do, but just for fun! Just wait whenever it goes on sale or something. If you

want to spend some time to get achievements, and you don't care about your money, this game is for you.. Great game, not like
many achievement spam games Pros: Works with an auto clicker (drag mouse across the screen with 100cps) All achievements
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unlock with no problem Says how many achievements you got on the side of the screen Doesn't take too long Cons: "Hunt
Mode" takes up way too much time, without it would make this at least 5x faster Overall, good for 5k achievements :). Great

game, not like many achievement spam games Pros: Works with an auto clicker (drag mouse across the screen with 100cps) All
achievements unlock with no problem Says how many achievements you got on the side of the screen Doesn't take too long

Cons: "Hunt Mode" takes up way too much time, without it would make this at least 5x faster Overall, good for 5k
achievements :). Great game, not like many achievement spam games Pros: Works with an auto clicker (drag mouse across the
screen with 100cps) All achievements unlock with no problem Says how many achievements you got on the side of the screen
Doesn't take too long Cons: "Hunt Mode" takes up way too much time, without it would make this at least 5x faster Overall,

good for 5k achievements :). its a nice quick game if you want a lot of achievements fast

Try our new game - Magic Chess! : We're proud to announce that Magic Chess is now available on Steam for Windows PC and
Mac! Welcome the Magic World. Become a commander of wizards and magical creatures. Compete with your rival in logic

skills, find solutions for difficult situations.. Part 2 In Progress! : Achievement Machine goes into space! We are working on the
second part of the game, Achievement Machine: Cubic Chaos, where you are to dive into a unique cubic world full of an
incredible amount of achievements. and dangers! Now if you can find yourself stuck in the parallel worlds if you won't be

careful enough.. Summer Sale - Achievement Machine 75% Off : Hello everyone! Even if our Achievement Machine couldnt
participate in Summer Sale from the start, weve set the discount as soon as possible! So the Achievement Machine is co 75%

off its price now - do not miss! Sincerely, Team of Playloft. Airplane Sky Voyage Is Out Now! : We're proud to announce that
Airplane Sky Voyage is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac! Pilot your plane and conquer skies. Try every plane

model with different characteristics, complete tricky missions. Master piloting skills and do amazing tricks at high altitude..
75% OFF Achievement Machine : Winter Sale deals now live: get 75% off discount on Achievement Machine!. Achievement

Machine is Now Available! : Achievement Machine is out! It's a colorful clicker game that combines both achievement farming
and fun gameplay with several modes. Decorate your Steam profile with amazing well-drawn achievement icons! If you'll find

any bugs or issues, let us now, so we can do our best to fix them as soon as possible.. Achievement Machine - Out Soon! :
Greetings! We're glad to announce that our new game Achievement Machine will be available soon! It's a colorful clicker game
for those who wants not only to get tons of achievements in no time, but also to enjoy real gameplay and various gamemodes!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist. We look forward to know what you think about our works! Playloft Team.

Meet our new game! : Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Recursive Dragon is out! It's a olorful exploration
game, where you have to make a round-the-world trip and study all the four sectors of the planet: Sector of Spring, Sector of

Summer, Sector of Autumn and Sector of Winter.
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